GEARED UP

Whole lotta shakin’ goin’ on
The traditional method of obtaining
stomach-rumbling home theatre is to
have a bonkers bass-bellowing subwoofer
blowing low frequencies everywhere. The
Crowson TES-100 Stereo Motion System
takes a different path, placing between
one and four actuators under your chair
legs to transmit a genuinely tactile effect
to your torso.
The actuators are solidly-constructed
square slabs that sit under a leg each;
they contain an electromagnetic motor
that translates the movie’s sonic action
into sofa-shaking sensations.
They take their signal at speaker level
from a dedicated A300 stereo amplifier
— an extraordinarily high-spec full-size
amplifier considering that a little noise
here might not overly affect sofa-shaking
performance. But no, it’s “built to
reference-grade specifications”, offering
160W continuous per channel, which is
more than enough to drive four actuators.
(It is possible to use a conventional amp,
but the A300 is designed for the system,
uniquely combining the LFE bass channel
with front left and right.)
Our thanks to InSound of Crows
Nest for their hospitality while we took
a spin on the Crowson system. One of
its great features is the ease of set-up
— no need to tear up the floor or rebuild
your furniture with this system. Just feed
the signal to the A300 amplifier and run
cables to the actuators, which you can
place under all four chair legs in a LL-RR
configuration, or under three rear sofa
legs as L-LR-R, under just two legs (L-R),
or even just one (L+R). Non-actuated
legs get a high-quality rubber ‘motion
isolator’, raising them to the required
height while minimising any vibrations
passing back to the floor.
We began with the actuators on the
rear legs of a sofa, which usually does
the trick according to the local distributor
— we certainly got rumbled nicely, but
there seemed a disjointedness between
the front screen action and the rumble
slightly behind you (the Crowson amp, as
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mentioned, takes its main cues from the
front channels). We moved the actuators
to the front legs and things were even
better, both with movies, where a definite
stereo effect was felt, and with music,
where it had its most dramatic results
with a bit of pumped-up dance music; an
easy cure for constipation, we reckon.
Overall the Crowson system is an
entertaining option to add an extra
dimension of immersion to your movies

and musical experience. We don’t think
the system can replace the need for
audible bass, but the actuators can
certainly enhance it, and offer additional
impact without having to raise audio
levels to neighbour-scaring levels.
Prices range from $749 for a single
actuator and three motion isolators, to
$2499 for the stereo package of A300
amp, two actuators and two isolators.
More info: www.crowsontech.com.au

Stick style

Creative’s MuVo T200 is a dull looker until the front screen is illuminated — it’s not the
basic three-line text display it appears in these pictures; instead there are subtle blue
backgrounds (five other attractive colours selectable) and full navigation through music,
FM radio, voice recording and playback. It’s a drag’n’drop USB stick, and although the
packaging specified Windows, we were astounded when it appeared in iTunes on our
Mac, listed as a recognised device. How Creative has pulled this one we don’t know (no
other non-Apple players we know are recognised, and even this player doesn’t show up
on Windows iTunes). No problems loading, though not much format friendliness either
— just MP3 and WMA, no AAC, no WAV, no AIFF. The supplied headphones are sensitive
enough to go very loud, but the balance is thick and soggy; a headphone upgrade is worth
it. The voice recorder is low-fi but useful; the FM radio performed well with both supplied
and upgraded headphones.
Overall this is a fairly ugly stick when inert, but lights up when activated to become a
quirky little 2GB player with hidden abilities at a good $129.95 price.
More info: http://au.creative.com
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